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DIGITAL TRANSLATION

OF SPEECH FORMANT FREQUENCIES

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research is to digitally translate the

information carrying frequencies of natural speech to within a more

adequate hearing range of the partially deaf. A good percentage of

those people with a hearing loss could have their hearing improved by

translating the information content of our speech to within their

recoverable range, or limited bandwidth of hearing. The greatest

benefit to many of the partially deaf would be to lower the natural

voice This is not to say that raising the voice frequen

cies is of no benefit, it simply depends on the individual's hearing

loss. In this research, however, the emphasis has been on building a

system to lower the natural voice frequencies. Digital translation of

natural voice frequencies may prove beneficial to both hearing intel

ligibility and to improve the ability of the partially deaf to

enunciate properly by enabling them to compare their own speech to that

of others. This thesis, then, presents the theory, structure, and

application of a speech processing system which translates natural

voice frequencies to within the recoverable range of the partially

deaf.
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Background Information

The frequency spectrum of speech is divided into the

fundamental and several formants. The fundamental for both men and

woman commonly ranges between 100Hz and 200Hz. The first, second, and

third formant frequencies are generally centered (with a bandwidth of

500 cycles) about 600Hz, 1600Hz, and 2500Hz, respectively. Although

higher formants exist, the majority of the information content in our

speech lies within these formants. The second formant is most important

to the intelligibility of speech; the first formant is next in

importance.

The concern here is limited to those processes which trans

late speech formant frequencies while occupying the same time interval

of the original speech. This process is generally called bandwidth

compression or expansion. Those processes which translate or alter

the duration of speech are called speech rate changers. There is an

interesting duality between the two processes; once one is accomplished

the other is easily obtained. For example, if the rate of normal speech

has been doubled and recorded, that recording may be played back at half

the recorded speed to obtain the normal rate, while translating or

lowering the frequency or pitch of the speech by one octave. Conversely,

if a recording of speech wherein natural formant frequencies are

lowered by one octave is played back at twice the recorded speed, the

original normal formants are obtained while doubling the speech rate.

By compressing the formant frequencies of speech and playing

them back at a faster rate, more information per unit time is obtained,

yet natural voice quality is maintained. Schools for the blind (6) use
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this "speeded up speech" for lectures and as a substitute for reading.

The digital speech translator (heretofore called DISTRAN)

developed as a product of my research makes use of the fact that speech

is basically redundant. That is, minute portions of speech can be

removed while retaining complete articulation of each specific word

or phrase. Results obtained from Reddy (12) in 1966 on the segmentation

of speech sounds have shown that speech is composed of minimal

segments having a duration of approximately 10 milliseconds each.

Such a minimal segment is repeated or (as Reddy claims) "quasidupli

cated" from 10 to 40 times to obtain a vowel sound. The minimal

segment will vary with individual, yet is still near this 10 milli

second duration. It is possible, then, to discard or reject many of

the minimal speech segments and to stretch out the remaining waveform

thereby filling the time vacated by the absence of their rejected

portions. The resultant speech would be lower in frequency than the

original, while occupying the same amount of time.

In 1954 Fairbanks, Everitt, and Jaeger (3) after completing

an experimental tape machine (which worked on this principle of

redundance of speech and rejecting speech segments) found that they

were not the first to discover such possiblities. Many other individuals

were cited by Fairbanks, Everitt, and Jaeger. Garrey (14) in 1953

produced a recording of compressed speech by manually editing a regular

audio recording tape and playing it back at a faster rate. Seo (14),

in 1967, used a computer program to select the discarded redundant

segments of speech and then to put the remaining portions together to

form a speeded up or compressed speech. Seo's speech was much the same
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as Garrey's and received similar intelligibility results. Using this

method, speech could be intelligibly compressed or speeded up from

three to four times its regular rate.

According to Gregory (6) in 1969 perhaps the most widely

used experimentation device is called the Mark II Information Rate

Changer and is much the same as that of Fairbanks, Everitt, and

Jaeger. This type of device uses a specially modified tape recorder

with,a circular rotating playback head. For example, the rotating

head may have two playback pickups mounted on the circumference 180

degrees apart. The recording tape is in contact with 180 degrees of

the rotating head so that there is no instant when the playback pickup

is not in contact with the recording tape. If a recording of normal

speech is made at 15 inches per second (ips) and played back (rotating

head stationary) at 30 ips, the resultant pitch would be increased

by one octave. The resultant word rate is doubled. Rotating the

playback head so that the relative speed between the tape and playback

head is again 15 ips, the resultant pitch is returned to normal while

leaving the word rate still doubled. During every revolution of the

playback head a segment of speech is discarded. The length of the

discarded interval is onehalf the circumference of the playback head.

Unlike Seo's system, the discard intervals are repeated periodically

and have no relation to the recorded input speech. The Mark II has a

discard interval of only 30 milliseconds (6), while a new device

marketed by Discerned Sound is said to reduce the discard interval to

between 10 and 19 milliseconds (6). Selection of the discard interval

is difficult. Selection itself is still a major problem in speech
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recognition. Seo's attempt, no matter how successful, is yet lodged

in and bogged down with the complexity and expense of a large digital

computing system.

The speech processor, DISTRAN, designed as part of this

research, accomplishes the same tasks as the Mark II described above.

DISTRAN is a digitally controlled analog system which periodically

discards segments of speech and then stretches out the remaining

waveform to fill the time vacated by their absence. DISTRAN is

geared toward minimal size and cost of electronics so that its

potential as a hearing aid might be fully utilized.
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II. THEORY OF DISTRAN SPEECH PROCESSOR

One of the objectives for this system is to develop the

capability for storing a segment of speech at any instant in time.

The nature of this finite storage element is analogous to a stationary

recording tape loop as shown in Fig. 2.1. A recording or writing head

and a playback or reading head are made to revolve around the tape

on the inside and outside respectively. While referring to Fig. 2.1,

it can be seen that the projected length of storage is a function of

the speed of each head and their speeds with respect to each other.

For example, suppose that the writing head in Fig. 2.1 is

rotating at twice the speed of the reading head. After two revolutions

of the writing head the latter has caught up with and begins to pass

the reading head. At this moment the process repeats itself and a

complete revolution of stored speech (projected length of storage)

is discarded, ie, is never seen by the reading head. The input is

stretched out (by running the reading head at a slower speed than the

writing head) to fill the time vacated by the absence of the rejected

portion of speech. The frequency spectrum of the input signal is

reduced in half by running the reading head onehalf the speed of the

writing head.

Fig. 2.2 is an example of raising the frequency spectrum of

the input signal. Here the reading head is moving at twice the speed

of the writing head. After one revolution of the writing head, the

reading head has read out one revolution of speech previously recorde(1
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and one revolution currently being written. In this example each

revolution of the written data is read out twice, thereby raising

the frequency spectrum of the input by a factor of two. By reducing

the tape loop to a onedimensional figure (as shown in Fig. 2.3 and

Fig.2.4) a more appropriate definition of terms may be obtained. In

Fig. 2.3, where the frequency spectrum of the output is lower than the

input, the recorded input duration is that duration of speech later

read out at a slower rate. The duration of speech read out at a slower

rate, then, is called the output duration. The rejected input duration

is the duration of discarded speech. The cycle time is the period or

length of time before the process repeats itself. For example, with

respect to Fig. 2.1, the cycle time is the time for the writing head

to make two revolutions.

In Fig. 2.4, the output frequency spectrum is higher than

the input. The output duration is the length of time necessary to

read out the input duration at a faster rate. The repeated duration

is all or part of the previous cycle's recorded input duration. For

example, in Fig. 2.2 the reading head, during its first revolution, is

reading what was previously stored or written on the tape loop. This

length of time is called the repeated duration. During the second

revolution, the reading head is reading what is presently being

written by the writing head, and is called the output duration.

With respect to both Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the shifting ratio,

STowillbetherecordedinputduration,D.,divided by the output

duration, DA.
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Di
S =
r D

For a shifting ratio less than one, the output frequency is less than

the input. For a shifting ratio greater than one, the output frequency

is higher than the input; for a shifting ratio equal to one, the input

and output frequencies are the same. For example, in Fig. 2.1 the

shifting ratio is onehalf, while in Fig. 2.2 the shifting ratio is

two.

There are a number of important relationships between the

terms thus far defined. The remaining portion of this chapter concerns

the relationships pertaining to lowering the frequency of an input

speech sighal. In Fig. 2.1, the tape loop or storage length shall be

measured in storage units (for example, inches). Correspondingly,

the writing and reading rate will be in units per second (for example,

inches per second). Keeping this in mind and referring to Fig. 2.3,

the following relationships may be desoribed: The reading rate R is

equal to the shifting ratio, Sr, times the writing rate, W.

R = SrW

In determining the relationship for the cycle time, one needs to know

the difference between the writing and reading rate, d.

d = W R

Substituting for R:



And finally:

d = W - SrW

d = W(1 - Sr).

The cycle time, Ct, is equal to the storage units, s,

divided by the difference rate d.

Substituting for d:

C
t d

Ct W(1 - Sr)

11

It is interesting to note that the cycle time is a function of the

storage units, writing rate, and shifting ratio. If we keep the storage

units and writing rate constant, then the cycle time is only a function

of the shifting ratio. The rejected input duration, Dr, can also be

developed:

Substituting for Ct:

Thus,

Dr = Ct (1 - Sr)

D -
(1 - Sr)

r W (1 - S
r

)
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D
r

The discard segment, or rejected input duration, is only a function

of the storage units and the writing rate on those storage units.

The discard interval is important to the intelligibility of the

translated speech and must correspond to the duration of a minimal

segment or a multiple thereof. It is important to note that if the

writing rate is kept constant, then the discard interval is directly

dependent on the number of storage units. Therefore the actural size

of DISTRAN is directly dependent on the discard interval.
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III. PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION

The individual pulses from pulse amplitude modulation (PAM)

can be used as the storage units eariler discussed. Consequently,

pulse amplitude modulation was chosen as one of the major tools used

in the speech processor, DISTRAN. A basic understanding of pulse

amplitude modulation is important to the total understanding of the

speech processor.

Natural Sampling

The input signal, generally thought of as audio (voice),

will be represented as the analog signal. Pulse amplitude modulation

(Fig. 3.1) is the process of multiplying in the time domain an analog

signal by a pulse wavetrain (Fig. 3.1a, c, and e). In the frequency

domain, this is convolving the Fourier transform of the analog

signal (Fig. 3.1b) by the Fourier transform (Fig. 3.1d) of a pulse

wavetrain. The resultant waveform (Fig. 3.1e) is composed of samples

of the analog signal appearing at the pulse wavetrain frequency (or

sample rate) and its harmonics (Fig. 3.1f). The pulse wavetrain must

sample at least twice the frequency limit or greatest frequency

component (1n) of the analog signal so that the sidebands or frequency

lobes shown in Fig. 3.1.f do not overlap. In order to recover the ori-

ginal analog pulse modulated signal, one must send the resultant

signal, fs(t), through a low pass filter which will pass the low

frequency information, containing the original analog signal, while

rejecting the information at the sample frequency and its harmonics.
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Instantaneous Sample and Hold

The previous example of PAM is commonly referred to as

natural sampling. DISTRAN, though, will use another extension of

PAM, instantaneous sampling and hold. The modulation process

(Fig. 3.2) is the multiplication in the time domain of an analog

signal and an impulse wavetrain. The resulting waveform fs(t) is

multiplied by Q(w) in the frequency domain to obtain the desired

instantaneous sampled waveform xs(t). Fig. 3.3 has diagrammed this

process in both the time and frequency domain. As shown in Fig. 3.3,

the resultant input f(t) sidebands or frequency lobes have been

weighted by a multiplying factor Q(w). It is interesting to note

that the weughted factor is a function of the pulse width (Fig. 3.3d)

as shown on the zero crossings in Fig. 3.3h.

Demodulation of Instantaneous Sam le and Hold Si

The recovering of the analog signal, f(t), is not as simple

as that used for natural sampling. It is necessary to construct a

demodulation filter, H(w), with a transfer function of one divided

by Q(w) over the original input frequency range and zero from there on.

H(w)
IwI <wm

0 otherwise

One may then send the xs(t) signal through this specially designed

demodulation filter to obtain the desired analog signal f(t). Another

possible method would be to allow g(t) (Fig. 3.3g) to approach an

impulse function. Q(w) (Fig. 3.3h) then tends to be flat over the
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range (0, wm). The analog signal f(t) would be obtained by passing

x
s
(t) (Fig. 3.3i) through a flat response low pass demodulation filter

with a sharp cutoff at the input upper frequency limit.

The writing rate of DISTRAN is the sample frequency of the

instantaneous sample and hold mode of pulse amplitude modulation. In

chapter two we found that the discard interval or rejected input

duration, Dr, is equal to the storage units, s, divided by the writing

rate, W. The unit in DISTRAN corresponds to a single instantaneous

sample and hold pulse. The physical or actual size of DISTRAN is

dependent on the number of units stored. The number of storage units

necessary to achieve a specific discard interval can be found, then,

from the upper frequency limit of the input speech and the minimum

writing rate which is determined by the sharpness or cutoff slope

of the upper frequency range of the pulse amplitude demodulation

filter.
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IV. DISTRAN SYSTEM DESIGN

In order to create the effect of the storage tape and

rotating writing and reading heads discussed in chapter two, the

input analog signal is pulse amplitude modulated in the instantaneous

sampling and hold mode. Each specific pulse is stored or written into

a series of hold circuits then read out at a different rate than the

preceding write in operation. A new analog signal, differing in

frequency from the input signal, is then reconstructed.

Translating Process

The process shown in Fig. 4.1 samples the input analog

signal with the use of input series switches. These particular switches

close and then open, one after another, feeding samples of the input

signal into their respective hold elements which store the voltage

amplitude of the samples on storage capacitors. Simultaneously, the

output switches are in operation, closing and opening, one after another

at a slower rate than the input switches. During this sequence, the

output switches are sampling the storage capacitors for voltage

amplitude and sending these pulses to a reconstruction circuit,

thereby obtaining a new analog signal, lower in frequency than the

input signal.

An example of the process is shown in Fig. 4.2. Here the

input analog signal is pulse amplitude modulated as shown in

Fig. 4.2b. The storage size for this example will be eight units

with a shifting ratio of onehalf. There are eight output samples
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Figure 4.1. Outline of speech processor.
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and 16 input samples per cycle time (Fig. 4.2c). As the last of the

eight output samples is read out and the cycle starts over, a portion

of the input is rejected (Fig. 4.2a). The output is seen as one-half

the frequency of the input.

System Diagram and Description

A block diagram of the process is presented in Fig. 4.3.

The input analog signal is first sent through a band pass filter with

its upper and lower cutoff frequencies determined by the band width

of the formants to be translated. A master clock is used to drive

two variable frequency dividers where a shifting ratio or ratio of

input to output sample rate is selected. A switching distribution

center provides the logic to separate the input and output pulse

rates so that each pulse controls an individual analog switch,

thereby assuring that only one of the input or output switches is on

at a time. The analog switches are shown fed by n input and n output

switch control lines coming from the switching distribution center.

The new signal obtained from the output switches is then demodulated

by the reconstruction curcuit where a desired output is obtained.

The two variable frequency dividers are constructed from

two mod 16 resettable counters (TI SN7493n) fed from a pulse genera-

tor or master clock as shown in Fig. 4.4. The counters are, in turn,

decoded using two mod 16 decoders (F 9311). The input and output

samplingpulses, fl and f2, respectively, (Fig. 4.4) are taken from

the zero decode position. The shifting ratio is determined by the

resetting of the two counters. If the input counter counts a full
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16 clock pulses before resetting and if the output counter counts only

15 and then resets, the shifting ratio is established as exactly

fifteensixteenths. Two shifting ratio selector switches are used to

control the resetting of both counters. It should be noted that the

master clock controls the basic sampling rate.

The switching distribution center (Fig. 4.5) utilizes

another set of counterdecoder combinations. Here the differing fl

and f
2
pulse rates are counted and distributed (decoded) to their

respective analog switches. It is noted that sixteen sample and hold

states were used in building this specific circuit. Enable gates on

the decoders are controlled by a monostable multivibrator, or one shot

(TI SN74121n) with variable pulse width. The one shot is used to give

a short delay between one switch opening and the next switch in turn

closing.

Overlapping

An overlap is referred to as both input and corresponding

output switches being on at the same time. The overlap during any

one cycle time can be seen at Test Point 1 (Fig. 4.5). When both

counters in Fig. 4.5 are left uncontrolled, so that each counts 16

consecutive pulses and resets, an overlapping of the input and output

switches occurs. Fig. 4.6 shows a trace from an oscilloscope

pattern of Test Point 1. This overlapping is a possible source of

distortion. In order to avoid the overlapping, a resetting synchro

nous machine M
1

(Fig. 4.5) resets the input counters on every overlap

except switch number 16. One f2 pulse after that resetting of the
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Figure 4.6. Overlapping of the input and output switches.
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input counter, the output counter is reset and the cycle starts over

again until the input switches catch up and begin to overlap with the

output switches. Machine M1 is constructed from two JK flip flops

and assorted nand gates and can be seen in Appendix B.

Description of a single stage of the input and output

analog switch curcuitry is contained in Appendix A. The state of the

art of these devices is changing so rapidly that detailed description

here would not be meaningful.
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V. DISTRAN FREQUENCY ANALYSIS

The motivation behind this chapter is to explore the

relationships between DISTRAN's cycle time (period between rejected

intervals) to the bandwidth of frequencies or single frequency being

processed. The results are interesting and indicate a direct relation-

ship between cycle time and output distortion. A Fourier analysis of

a translated single frequency sine wave input is found using the

relationship between the cycle time and sine wave frequency as a

variable.

Fig. 5.1 is an approximate waveform of the expected output

from DISTRAN using a sine wave input. The cycle time in Fig. 5.1

is labeled T. The processed input sine wave is called f(t). As shown,

f(t) .ACos(Wit+f),

where A is the amplitude of f(t) and (I) is the phase angle determined

by the cycle time and frequency of f(t). Some basic relationships

can now be defined. In converting from time to angles,

w 2 rr

The period of f(t) is T1. Therefore the K factor is the cycle time,

T, divided by the period of f(t), T1.
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In Fig. 5.1, K is equal to 2.5.

It can also be seen that;

w
1

= K w

Therefore f(t) is also equal to;

f(t) = ACos(Kwt + (I))

In order to obtain the frequency spectrum of the

continuous waveform in Fig. 5.1, the Fourier series of the waveform

is found. Using the traditional approach, Cn is the amplitude of the

frequency element at nw. Cn is also equal to;

C
n

= (An)2+ (Bn)2 .

Where A
n

and B
n
are the amplitudes of the cosine and sine series

respectively. In this case A0 or the D.C. element is neglected. An,

then, is equal to;

A = -- f(t) Cos(nwt) d(wt).
n 77-

0

After taking the integral An, then, is;

A = -A- [(Sin(K2MCos((t) + Cos(K2Sinq) - Sin(t)) K
2

]An
K
2
-n

Where K n.

B
n

is equal to;
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n 77-

= -1- f(t) Sin(nwt) d(wt)

afr

0

After taking the integral Bn, then, is;
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B
n

= [(Cos(K2MCos(4)) - Sin(K2ft)Sin0) - Cos( C) 2n ]
7).

K -n

Where K n.

Calculations of the frequency spectrum of the waveform

in Fig. 5.1 were made using several values of K while keeping the

phase angle equal to zero. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the results of those

calculations. The frequencies were normalized so that the results

could be displayed graphically. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the importance

of a high K factor. As the K factor becomes larger,the main frequency

elements approach w1, the desired result. Varying the phase angle

simply varies the balance of the amplitudes On either side of w1.

The results indicate that the greater the K factor the

closer the resultant signal is to that of a single frequency. It is

reasonable, then, to maximize the cycle time as one of the criteria

for an optimal system. Yet, as seen in chapter two, the cycle time

is a function of the storage units, writing rate, and shifting

ratio. The shifting ratio is determined by DISTRAN's application.

Both the storage units and writing rate were shown to determine the

physical size of DISTRAN. Therefore, if one desires to increase the

cycle time it must be done at the expense of adding a sufficient

number of storage units so that the discard interval becomes a mul

tiple of the 10 millisecond average minimal segment.



Figure 5.2. Output frequency spectrum using several

K factors.
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VI. DISTRAN'S APPLICATION FOR THE PARTIALLY DEAF

One of the most motivating elements for the research and

development thus far is the speech processor's possible application

for the partially deaf. There are many different types of hearing

loss. The most widely used apparatus in charting hearing loss is

the audiometer. This device is simply a variable frequency oscil

lator capable of regulating the intensity of the pure tones created.

Most manufacturers of audiometers give only the specific frequencies

of 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 4000 Hz, and 8000 Hz.

There are two methods of conducting speech to the inner- ear.

The first is called airconduction where headphones are commonly used

as the output transducer from the audiometer. Bone conduction is the

second method, and special boneconducting receivers or transducers

have been developed for audiometers. Special care has been taken to

standardize the audiometer and transducers used. Hearing loss is

measured in decibels. An audiometric record or chart (audiogram) of

hearing loss in decibels versus frequency can be-obtained by finding

the intensity level at specific frequencies where an individual just

begins to recognize a pure tone. This specific level is called the

threshold of hearing. Normal threshold of hearing may be anywhere

between zero and 20 db loss at frequencies between 500 Hz and 2000 Hz

on an audiogram.

In conjunction with the audiogram, other tests are made to

determine a patient's ability to recognize speech. CID standardized

auditory word lists are the most common forms of testing. Here word
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lists are heard by the patient using an audiometer to regulate inten-

sity. These tests are generally conducted at approximately 30 db

above the patient's speech threshold level. The speech threshold

level is determined by averaging the db loss at 500 Hz, 1000 Hz,

and 2000 Hz on an audiogram. The score from the CID auditory test

represents the per cent of correct responses.

Speech, as explained in chapter one, is divided into the

fundamental frequency and its formants. Kryter (7) in 1960 found

that the information content of our speech is centered about the first

second and third formant frequencies with a bandwidth of 500 Hz.

Thomas (15 ) in 1968 found the second formant to be most important to

the intelligibility of speech, with the first formant next in line.

This information, then, provides the background for a

pilot study conducted on an eight-year-old girl whose unaided audio-

gram of her left ear is shown in Fig. 6.1. All recordings used to

train or test the patient were made in the following manner: Band

pass filters were used on the speech processor to separate the for-

mant frequencies. Frequencies from 800 Hz to 2500 Hz were processed

with a shifting ratio of 3/4 and a discard interval of 3.2 milli-

seconds. Frequencies from 4 Hz to 800 Hz were mixed directly with

the output of the speech processor.

The patient's speech threshold level in the left ear was

43 db. A normal CID auditory word list, WW-22, consisting of 25 words

was administered prior to any training or testing with the speech

processor. A score of 52% was obtained.
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Figure 6.1. Audiogram of eightyearold patient.
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Training, utilizing 15 to 20 minutes of DISTRAN's translated

speech, was conducted once daily for four days. Each training

session consisted of listening to and reading along with short stories

in a .'sDies-AinSIReadercillBuilder, followed by listening to

the stories again without reading along, yet answering a few short

questions to be certain of comprehension. On the fifth day another

CID auditory wordlist, WW-22 consisting of 25 different words, was

presented, this time through DISTRAN. Testing procedure in the left

unaided ear was kept constant. This time a score of 84% was obtained.

This pilot study is in no way conclusive, yet it does have

meaningful results. Speech formants at 1600 Hz, for example, were

translated to 1200 Hz, more within the patient's recoverable range.

The study does indicate that otherwise lost cues of speech found

within the second formant were shifted into the recoverable range of

the patient and that the patient was able to use these cues after a

minimal training period.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

During the research and construction of DISTRAN, several

problems were encountered. As mentioned in chapter six, the system

was not large enough (due to financial limitations) to discard a full

10 millisecond segment of redundant speech. For the pilot study, instead

of the full 10 milliseconds discard duration, a discard interval of

only 3.5 milliseconds was obtained. The translated speech obtained

through this particular device has a distinctive distortion which I

feel is not inherent in the design or operation of DISTRAN. I feel

that the quality of translated speech would be improved enormously if

a larger segment were discarded.

There are a number of refinements which might prove

conducive to the application of DISTRAN as a hearing aid. A more ideal

analog switch is needed which would allow a minimum of time and

maximum of accuracy of the transfer to and from storage. Possible

integration of the input analog switch, storage capacitance, and

output analog switch to minimize component size would certainly enhance

the system. As the on or closed time of the analog switch becomes

shortertfewer overlaps occur with the final result of discarding the

overlap circuitry altogether. This would make for a smaller, physically

more oompact system. Then, with total integrated circuitry, DISTRAN

could be used easily as a body carrying hearing aid.
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Another system refinement might be in creating an automatically

controlled, variable discard interval. For example, the translated speech

would have a discard interval occuring between 20 100 cycles per second.

If a bandpass filter with bandwidth between 20 Hz and 100 Hz were

used as the distortion analyser, one could simply vary (within limits)

the master clock, which controls the discard interval and cycle time

directly, to minimize the output of the distortion analyser. This

feedback control might cycle every few seconds, minimizing distortion

as the minimal speech segment per individual changes.

Aalication

Partially deaf individuals with what is called a descant

deafness, where testing with both air and bone conduction methods

show a sharp hearing loss near the second formant while showing

reasonable hearing through the first formant, could benefit most

from DISTRAN. Studies have been made to determine the intelligibility

of vowels altered in frequency (2) using a device built and described

by Fairbanks, Everitt, and Jaeger (3). These studies were conducted,

however, to provide only familiarization with the vowels altered in

frequency; an extensive learning procedure was not used. Therefore, a

new study is justified, emphasizing the learning of new sounds. The

new study should include continuous use of the aid by partially deaf

patients. The results of the study may not only prove beneficial to

hearing intelligibility, but may also improve the patients ability to

enunciate properly by learning to listen to himself correcting his

mistakes.
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APPENDIX A

Description of Analog Switch and Storage Circuitry

A single stage of the input analog switch, storage capacitor,

output analog switch with input and output amplifiers is shown in

Fig. A-1. Low input impedence at the input switches is desired to

charge the storage capacitors as quickly as possible. To accomplish

this, an operational amplifier is implemented. Junction field effect

transistors are used to switch the input analog signal from one storage

capacitor to another (13). When the gate to source junction on the

FET is zero biased, the FET switch is in its "on" or maximum conduct-

ance mode. This particular "on" mode is accomplished by use of a

diode in the gate circuit. This enables the gate to float with the

source on an N channel FET if the diode voltage is set two junction

voltages above the maximum source voltage swing. Once the diode

voltage is below the minimum source voltage by an amount called the

"pinch off" voltage of the FET, the switch is in its "off" mode. A

common "pinch off" voltage is seven volts. Typical on resistance

through the FET may range from 150 ohms to 400 ohms while the "off"

resistance may be as high as a megohm or greater. For example, if the

source voltage is between plus - minus three volts, then the diode

voltage must switch between approximately plus four volts and minus

11 volts. This is achieved with typical logic signals of zero to

plus five volts gated into the base of the interface transistor,

which acts as a voltage switch from minus B to plus B.



Input
switch

Storage
capacitor

Output
switch

Switching Switching
logic in logic in

Figure A.A. Single sample and hold circuit.
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The storage circuit consists of a silver mica capacitor

the size of which is a function of the charging impedence and the

switching current transient caused by the FETs. Charging speed is

important; consequently the "on" resistance and capacitor size are

minimized. Yet, the storage capacitor must be of size to absorb any

switching current transient without effecting its stored voltage

value appreciably. The output switches, similar to those of the input,

gate the stored voltage amplitude into a voltage follower operational

amplifier circuit which senses the voltage amplitude with a 10

megohm input impedance and low output impedance. Such a device is

useful to avoid discharging the storage capacitor while it is being

read out.
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